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We demonstrate a simple scheme to generate 0.4 mJ 11.5 fs laser pulses at 1.8 �m. Optical
parametrically amplified pulses are spectrally broadened by nonlinear propagation in an argon-filled
hollow-core fiber and subsequently compressed to 1.9 optical cycles by linear propagation through
bulk material in the anomalous dispersion regime. This pulse compression scheme is confirmed
through numerical simulations. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3359458�

In the past decade, attosecond technology based on high
harmonic generation has been developed permitting ultrafast
measurements with �100 as temporal resolution.1–3 Further
reduction in the duration of isolated attosecond pulses and
higher photon energies requires intense longer-wavelength
carrier envelope phase �CEP� stable few-cycle pulses. Those
requirements can be fulfilled using the Idler of a white light
seeded optical parametric amplifier �OPA�4 with an appropri-
ate pulse compression scheme. In this letter, we demonstrate
a robust approach for pulse compression at 1.8 �m to below
two optical cycle duration.

Different approaches to generate intense IR few-cycle
laser pulses have been demonstrated as follows: �1� 0.74 mJ
15.6 fs at 2.1 �m using an optical parametric chirped-pulse
amplifier �OPCPA�,5 �2� pulse self-compression by filamen-
tation; 0.27 mJ 17.9 fs at 2.1 �m6 and 1.5 mJ 19.8 fs at
1.5 �m,7 �3� 1.2 mJ 17 fs at 1.5 �m utilizing difference
frequency generation of few-optical-cycle 800 nm laser
pulses followed by type II parametric amplification,8 and �4�
0.4 mJ 13.1 fs at 1.4 �m using spectral broadening in a
hollow-core fiber �HCF� and dispersion compensation with
chirped mirrors.9

In this letter, we demonstrate the generation of 0.4 mJ
11.5 fs laser pulses at 1.8 �m. Similar to our recent work
using the OPA Signal wavelength,9 we spectrally broaden the
Idler via nonlinear propagation in a HCF. Instead of chirped
mirrors or adaptive devices for dispersion compensation, we
show that laser pulses can be efficiently compressed utilizing
solely the properties of fused silica �FS� in the anomalous
dispersion regime below the third order dispersion �TOD�
limit of bulk material. Although compression with glass in
the anomalous dispersion regime was applied to mid-IR
wavelengths ��6 �m�,10 the authors discussed the limita-
tion of bulk material compression to be applicable to multi-
cycle pulses only.

The present approach distinguishes itself from previous
setups in the reduced complexity, as shown in the sketch of
the experimental layout in Fig. 1�a�. The IR laser pulses are
generated with a superfluorescence-seeded three stage OPA
�HE-TOPAS, Light conversion� pumped by 7 mJ, 45 fs Ti:Sa
pulses. A conversion efficiency of 35% �Signal+Idler� with
3% intensity fluctuation is typically achieved at the OPA
output. At 1.83 �m, the spectral full width at half maximum
�FWHM� is 67 nm corresponding to a TL of 73 fs. This OPA
spectrum, shown as shaded gray in Fig. 1�b�, is measured
with an Ocean Optics NIR 256 spectrometer corrected for
spectral sensitivity. The IR laser beam is coupled into a 1 m
long HCF �400 �m in diameter, argon pressure of
140�10 kPa, 1 mm CaF2 windows� using a f=1 m plano-
convex CaF2 lens. At the output, the laser beam is collimated
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FIG. 1. �a� Experimental layout comprising a CPA pumped high energy
OPA whose spectrum is broadened via propagation in a HCF. �b� Experi-
mental spectra of the OPA Idler before �shaded gray� and after broadening
�solid black�. An asymmetric broadening towards the blue spectral side is
visible.
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with an R=2 m concave silver mirror. As shown by the solid
line of Fig. 1�b�, with 0.89 mJ at the input of the HCF,
significant spectral broadening is observed corresponding to
a TL of 10.1 fs. This spectrum clearly shows an asymmetry
with wider extension towards shorter wavelengths.

Complete pulse characterization is carried out with a
home built SHG-FROG �second harmonic generation fre-
quency resolved optical grating�.11 Beam splitting is attained
by geometrical beam separation to achieve ultrabroadband
and dispersion free operation.12 A high degree of phase
matching and negligible geometrical temporal smear13 is ob-
tained by achromatically focusing both optical arms with a
500 mm focal length convex silver mirror into a Type I BBO
crystal ��=21°� of 10 �m thickness. The SHG-FROG spec-
trograms are measured with a USB2000 spectrometer from
Ocean Optics and corrected for spectral sensitivity. In
addition, spectral distortion of the ultrabroadband SHG is
accounted for by applying a cubic correction function
to the measured SHG-FROG spectrogram.13

After spectral broadening in the HCF, the pulse must be
temporally compressed. At 800 nm, this is commonly carried
out with chirped mirrors which are not available at 1.8 �m.
Fortunately, the unique characteristics of the 1.8 �m source
mean that the negative group delay dispersion �GDD� of FS
is able to compensate for the spectral phase introduced by
self-phase modulation �SPM� in argon. Because the zero dis-
persion of FS lies at �1.3 �m, it exhibits negative GDD
throughout the entire spectral range of interest. Once the ap-
propriate FS thickness is found, a small angular tilt of the
glass is sufficient to obtain the shortest pulse duration. In this
manner a compression factor of 6.5 is achieved compared to
the OPA output pulses.

The pulse duration immediately after the evacuated fiber
was measured to be 75 fs �Fig. 3�c�, gray line� in agreement
with the TL �73 fs� of the OPA spectra presented in Fig. 1�b�
as shaded gray. Inserting argon leads to significant broaden-
ing and the corresponding SHG-FROG traces of the uncom-
pressed and fully compressed pulses are shown in Fig. 2.
Surprisingly, linear propagation through a simple piece of FS
is sufficient to achieve excellent compression. Figure 3 pre-
sents the reconstructed electric field in the spectral �a, b� and
the temporal domains �c�. The direction of the time axis was
determined by comparing the spectral phase with and with-
out the 3 mm FS. The asymmetric shape of the reconstructed
power spectrum �solid black line in Fig. 3�a�� is in reason-
able agreement with the measured one given by the black
squares. The spectral phase for the compressed pulse �black

solid line in Fig. 3�b�� is significantly flattened with respect
to the uncompressed phase �black dashed line�. In the case of
pure SPM, one would expect symmetric broadening of the
power spectrum around the fundamental accompanied by a
symmetric phase function. However, the uncompensated
phase �black dashed line� is slightly steeper on the red side
compared with the blue side. This spectral asymmetry of the
uncompensated pulse corresponds to a temporal asymmetry
whereby the pulse exhibits a much steeper trailing edge than
the leading one. Linear propagating this pulse through 3 mm
of FS generates a very short 11.5 fs pulse �solid black line in
Fig. 3�c��. The fairly clean compressed pulse contains 78%
of total energy in the main part and the FWHM duration is
only 1.14 times the TL duration of 10.1 fs. Residual higher
order phases which are not compensated by the bulk com-
pressor are likely to cause the small pedestals on both sides
of the main pulse. We mention that in addition to the rather
clean temporal shape on the femtosecond time scale, the
present approach is free of superfluorescence background as
was reported in case of OPCPA.5 When the seed is blocked
in the OPA, no light is observed at the output of the fiber.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental SHG-FROG traces for the uncom-
pressed pulse after propagation in the HCF �a� corresponds to a pulse dura-
tion of 68 fs. Propagation through 3 mm of FS leads to a compressed 11.5 fs
pulse depicted in �b� on a different time scale.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Power spectral densities after nonlinear propaga-
tion in the HCF. �b� SHG-FROG retrieved spectral phases for uncompressed
�black dashed line� and compressed pulses �black solid line� are compared
with full numerical simulations �circles�. The spectral phase named numeri-
cal compression �black dotted line� has been obtained by numerically propa-
gating the retrieval of the uncompressed pulse �dashed line� through 3 mm
of FS. �c� Temporal intensities corresponding to the spectra given above
whereby compression down to 11.5 fs is achieved with 3 mm FS after the
HCF.
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It is pointed out that this almost TL and relatively clean
temporal shape is remarkable because it denotes dispersion
compensation not only of the GDD but also of the
TOD to a large extent. Most of the commonly used glasses,
like FS, exhibit normal dispersion �GDD�0� below 1 �m
and anomalous dispersion �GDD�0� beyond the zero dis-
persion wavelength centered between 1.2–2 �m. Thus bulk
material is potentially suitable for pulse compression of IR
laser pulses. However, all glasses exhibit positive TOD
throughout their entire transmission range. Uncompensated
TOD causes any femtosecond pulse to deviate from the TL
pulse shape even if the GDD is zero. For instance, assuming
a Gaussian shape at center wavelength of 1.83 �m, a TOD
of only 1000 fs3 �3 mm FS plus 1 mm CaF2� causes a TL
pulse to broaden from 10.1 to 14.7 fs. To confirm that linear
propagation through bulk material �intensity�5
�109 W /cm2� compresses the pulse after the HCF, we cal-
culated the spectral phase introduced by 3 mm of FS accord-
ing to the Sellmeier equation. This phase was then added to
the retrieved phase of the uncompressed pulse �black dashed
curve in Fig. 3�b��. The result �black dotted line in Fig. 3�b��
matches the retrieved phase of the compressed pulse. On the
one hand, this numerical cross check proves the compression
mechanism due to linear propagation in FS. On the other
hand, it also demonstrates the reliability of the SHG-FROG
retrieval though the retrieved power spectrum shows a lower
peak on the blue side when compared to the directly mea-
sured spectrum. However, by comparing the retrieved spec-
tral phase of compressed and uncompressed pulse we obtain
the exact refractive index of FS in the range from 1.4 to
2.2 �m. Now the question about the origin of the negative
TOD component arises. To address this question, two pos-
sible explanations are discussed.

On the one hand, our experimental results might be
viewed in the context of pulse self-compression. This expla-
nation can be ruled out since we have to add 3 mm of
FS subsequent to the HCF setup to obtain the shortest pulse.
At 1.8 �m, FS provides significant negative GDD
�−68 fs2 /mm�. Furthermore, in contrast to experimentally
observed self-compression,6,7,14,15 the laser power of 10 GW
in our experiment is roughly two times below the estimated
critical power for self-focusing.

On the other hand, the pronounced spectral asymmetry
suggests that self-steepening15–17 of the pulse takes place in
addition to SPM. This temporal reshaping of the trailing edge
then leads to an asymmetric spectral phase opposed to the
positive TOD of bulk material. To prove this qualitative ex-
planation, we performed numerical simulations. The nonlin-
ear Schrödinger equation18 was solved in one dimension
where the action of self-steepening could be turned on and
off numerically. Numerical results based on exact experi-
mental conditions like input pulse duration, pulse energy, and
pressure are given by the circles in Fig. 3 and a detailed
description is in preparation for a longer article.19 Briefly, if
self-steepening is neglected, it was not possible to simulate
an asymmetric power spectrum as shown in Fig. 3�a�. Con-
trary, the symmetry of the spectrum is broken because of
self-steepening which is known to promote the higher fre-
quency region of the spectrum.15 It furthermore enables cal-
culating an asymmetric phase like the dashed curve of Fig.
3�b�. Its linear propagation through 3 mm of FS leads to the
plot shown by the circles in Fig. 3�b� which is in excellent

agreement with the experimentally retrieved phase �solid
black line�. The corresponding temporal intensity �circles in
Fig. 3�c� closely resembles the experimentally retrieved
pulse. Neglecting self-steepening leads to a pulse duration of
14.4 fs with an increased pedestal.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a very simple and
robust approach for the generation of submillijoule two-cycle
1.8 �m laser pulses via nonlinear propagation in a HCF fol-
lowed by dispersion compensation utilizing the anomalous
dispersion of bulk material. This straight forward approach
was confirmed by numerical simulations that demonstrate the
action of self-steepening is to generate a spectral phase op-
posite to that of FS. At the moment, our sub two-cycle laser
pulses are not CEP stabilized, but this is feasible using the
Idler of a white light seeded OPA.4
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